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DISC ONE

DISC TWO

PART ONE: THE ORIGINAL ALBUM

PART FOUR: THE ROUTE TO THE LEXICON

1. SHOW ME
2. POISON ARROW
3. MANY HAPPY RETURNS
4. TEARS ARE NOT ENOUGH
5. VALENTINE'S DAY
6. THE LOOK OF LOVE
7. DATE STAMP
8. ALL OF MY HEART
9. 4 EVER 2 GETHER
10. THE LOOK OF LOVE PART IV

1. TEARS ARE NOT ENOUGH (PHONOGRAM DEMO)
20TH JULY 1981
2. SHOW ME (PHONOGRAM DEMO) 20TH JULY 1981
3. SURRENDER (PHONOGRAM DEMO) 20TH JULY 1981
PART FIVE: THE LEXICON OF LOVE
LIVE AT HAMMERSMITH ODEON, NOVEMBER 1982

PART TWO: THE ORIGINAL SINGLES
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

OVERTURE
TEARS ARE NOT ENOUGH
ALPHABET SOUP 12"
THEME FROM "MAN TRAP"
POISON ARROW JAZZ MIX

4. OVERTURE
5. SHOW ME
6. MANY HAPPY RETURNS
7. TEARS ARE NOT ENOUGH
8. DATE STAMP
9. THE LOOK OF LOVE
10. ALL OF MY HEART
11. VALENTINE'S DAY
12. 4 EVER 2 GETHER
13. ALPHABET SOUP
14. POISON ARROW (ENCORE)

PART THREE:
AN OUT-TAKE AND AN ODDITY
16. INTO THE VALLEY OF THE HEATHEN GO
(LEXICON OF LOVE OUT-TAKE, 5/82)
17. ALPHABET SOUP
(SWAPSHOP VERSION, 29/11/81)
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a-z affectionately, 1 to 10 alphabetically, from here to eternity without
in betweens. still looking for a custom fit in an off the rack world?
sales talk from sales assistants when all i want to do is lou er your
resistance,

no rhythm in cymbals no tempo in drums,

love’s on

arrival, she comes when she cotnes. right on the target but wide of the...
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a-z affectionately, 1 to 10 alphabetically, from here to eternity without
in bet weens, still looking for a custom fit in an off the rack world?
sales talk from sales assistants when all i want to do is lower your
resistance, no rhythm in cymbals no tempo in drums, love's on
arrival, she comes when she comes, tight on the target but wide of the...

mark, what i thought was fire was only the spark, the sweetest
melody is an unheard refrain, dry your eyes sink or swim you
surmise you can’t win, but we all make great mistakes, if i
were to say to you ucan you keep a secret?” would you know just
what to do or where to keep it? would i lie? could i lie? should
i lie to you? ifyou judge a book by the cover then you judge the
look by the lover, i hope you will soon recover, me, i go from one
extreme to another, sentimental powers might help you now,
but skip the hearts and flowers, skip the ivory towers, you’ll be
disappointed...and i’ll lose a friend, when your girl has left you
out on the pavement and your dreams fall apart at the seams,
your reason for living is your reason for leaving, kindest cut’s
the cruellest part...when i accepted this job i was resigned to
my fate, when i got there early she’d emigrate, when the post¬
man don t call on valentine’s day. when they find you beached
on the barrier reef and the only pleasure treasured is in map
relief, when your world is full of string arrangements, when
you were mine, when i’m shaking a hand i’m clenching a fist,
for ifyou gave me a pound for all the moments i missed, and i
got dancing lessons for all the lips i shotilda kissed: i’dbe a millionaire! i d be a fred cist dire, and like the world spinning
round on it s axis, i know what’s small and i know what’s mas¬
sive. like the phoenix coming back from the ashes, i knowwhafs
good, but i know what trash is. stuck a marriageproposal in the...

i

...waste disposal, if that’s the trash aesthetic then i suggest we
forget it. everything is temporary, written on the sand, looking
for the girl that meets supply with demand. 4 ever 2 get her, 4
years 2 come, 4 love 2 strong, 4 us 2 part, forgive and forget, for
goodness sake, love’s on the horizon lit by the sun. 9 out of 10 in
every case...the cowboys at the rodeo, the rhinestones on that
romeo, a sunken ship with a rich cargo, i suppose it only goes to
show...me. what it’s like to have loved and to lose her touch?
what s, it like to have loved and to lose that much? who got?
where s the? what’s the? i don’t know the answer to that ques¬
tion. who broke my heart? you did...you did...MARTIN FRYvocals. DAVID PALMER-drums and percussion. STEPHEN
SINGLET ON-alto and tenor saxaphones MARK WHITE-guitars and keyboards, guest musicians: anne dudley-keyboards
and orchestration, brad lang-bass guitar, mark lickley-bass (on
tears are not enough, poison arrow and the look of love) j.j. jeczalik-fairtight programmer, kim wear-trumpet, andy gray-trombone(on tears are not enough), louis jardin-additional percus¬
sion. tessa webb-additional vocals, gaynor sadler-harp. producertrevor horn, engineer-gary langan. computer mix-sarm studios
london, 1982. photography-gered mankowitz except band shotpaul cox, stair shot-pete bill, design-visible ink in association
with neutron records, deluxe edition remastereed by gary moore.
co-ordinated for universal music by daryl easlea. compiled by
daryl easlea and martin fry. thanks to sharon Johnston, martyn
scrivens, john glover, matt glover, jules (ten-pin jubilee’ absalom,
melvin welters, neil simpson, jane hitchen, zoe roberts and mike
storey, deluxe graphics @ green ink.
www.abcmart infry. com
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The Lexicon Of Love by ABC
“It was like disco, but in a Bob Dylan way”
TREVOR HORN 2004
Few albums define the resonance and the beauty of a particular era as does The
Lexicon Of Love by ABC. It could be said that it even kick-started the musical 80s as
we know them. It’s embedded deep in the fabric of popular culture; more know the
album than those who bought it. Name checked, referenced and, now, frequently in
‘best of all-time’ polls; more knowing than anything else then on offer. It doesn’t mat¬
ter that there may be better individual songs by ABC on their other albums; or that
4 Ever 2 Gether sounds something like an out-take from Drama by Yes; the album, as
a whole, just is: the album that finally signalled the end of the seventies and really
opened up the 80s wide, in full, glorious Technicolor.
In 1982, ABC briefly became the toast of the world with this album. It launched the
production career of Trevor Horn; because of the timeless qualities of the material, it
remains a permanently fresh listen.The secret ingredient was, as always, what had been
the participants’ previous cultural diet. Mark White, Stephen Singleton, David Palmer
and Martin Fry were all astute music historians and in Fry, they had a front man with
the appropriate balance of pretence and ability; an English Literature graduate who
could not only string a sentence or two together but also recite them eloquently.
Fry had grown up in Manchester, and was part of the generation who feasted on the
meat and drink of soul, rock, David Bowie and Roxy Music.“I started going to a youth
club disco in Cheadle Hulme when I was 14,” Fry recalls. “That was something really
liberating, going somewhere public and hearing records you’d only heard on a transis¬
tor radio before. I’d hear a lot of R&B; things like Donnie Elbert’s A Little Piece Of
Leather and Reflections by The Supremes. But then I’d go and see Dr Feelgood and
Tangerine Dream at the Free Trade Hall.” This twin tradition was to inform a great deal
of the music of the early 80s, but arguably ABC were the most successful synthesisers
of it.
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Fry moved to Sheffield to attend University and it was there he hooked up with
Stephen Singleton and Mark White in their band, Vice Versa. “Vice Versa were inspired
by Kraftwerk and The Human League.We were anti-rock and roll.The technology side
was integral to what we were doing.” Releasing a clutch of singles, Vice Versa became
popular. “We would play on bills with Soft Cell and Depeche Mode. We were about
75th on the bill at Futurama.”
When Vice Versa morphed into ABC, Fry, Singleton and White knew what they want¬
ed to emulate. “Back in the day you couldn’t use technology as you can now, so we
moved to conventional bass and drums, as we wanted to sound like James Brown’s
records. We realised you couldn’t programme that. The records from America we
heard sounded immaculate. We wanted to make something as shiny and as perfect as
those records. Our generation was Ian Curtis and Mark Smith. It was all post-punk.
We wanted to capture the flavour, the drama and the glamour that was in the music
we were hearing in clubs and discos - and also that Saturday night feeling of inde¬
structibility. Euphoria and optimism wasn’t in the air in 78/79 - especially in Sheffield.”
To aid them in their new, funk-driven direction, Fry,White and Singleton added bassist
Mark Lickley and drummer David Robinson. After setting out their credentials, they
struck upon a novel way of a getting a demo tape listened to by the London-based
record business - recording a home video; back in the day when it was a tremendous
novelty.The three tracks, Surrender, Do As I Say and Boomerang, too rough for inclu¬
sion here, have all the widescreen ambition and lofty conceits that The Lexicon Of
Love, just over a year later, was to realise.The promo gained them an international deal
with the huge Phonogram label.
One thing that was to be an integral part of the package was the manifestos that Fry,
former editor of Sheffield fanzine, Modern Drugs, was to bring to the group.“From day
one, we’d be sloganeering,” Fry remembers. “The idea that you advertised yourself
turned the punk thing of pretending to be inarticulate on the head.” Fry held Dexys
Midnight Runners in high esteem.“What I really liked was the run out of Searching For
The Young Soul Rebels, Kevin Rowland said ‘everything I do will be funky from now

on. When we heard that, we felt very threatened by it. We’d got our funky outfit
together and then thought we’d be beaten to the punch.”
A demo in the Phonogram’s Marble Arch studios showed again the promise that the
new group had. One thing was for sure - they only had a single target in their sights
- chart success. “We don’t do anything flippantly or totally without humour, and we
know that we’re not in a position to criticise the charts - that’s our competition and
it’s up to us,” Fry told Paul Morley in 1981 .“We have to compete on those terms, with
Smokey Robinson, Michael Jackson, Kim Wilde .. .we’ll take any blame but we’ll go for
the prizes. We are committed and if we’ll succeed we’ll succeed magnificently and if
we’ll fail, it’ll be a magnificent failure.The magnificence is important.”
Teaming up with Steve Brown, the group cut their debut single,Tears Are Not Enough
and its B-side, their calling card, Alphabet Soup. The group soon were lumped in with
the white funk movement that momentarily provided a diversion in the window of
time after new romance and before the high 80s. “It was a real thing; Haircut 100,
Stimulin, Funkapolitan, Pigbag,The Higsons,” Fry laughs. “Everybody was trying to get
funky out there. I think it was a response to how grey and desolate the 70s were as a
time and place to grow up. In the early 80s, we wanted something more shiny and fun
to happen.” Much was made in the press of this new movement as Tears Are Not
Enough, released at the tail end of October 1981, reached No. 19 in the UK chart, a
very respectable placing for an unknown act. Top Of The Pops and the rush of initial
fame - back in a time with just three TV channels - quickly followed.There was also a
quick personnel change: David Robinson, who listened to jazz-funk drummer Steve
Gadd for eight hours at a time, was replaced by David Palmer.
Although their debut was a very competent production - Brown went on to work
with Wham, The Cult and a host of others - it didn’t yet possess the magnificence that
the group craved. ABC wanted a new producer. After initially trying to contact Alex
Sadkin who had recorded the Grace Jones records, the fivesome heard a record that
was to change the course of the group and their future record producer’s life. The
record was Hand Held In Black And White by Dollar, and the producer was ex-Buggles
and Yes bass player/singer,Trevor Horn.

Horn was not, by this stage, an established producer.“l was sort of bubbling under,” he
remembers. “I’d had a big hit with Video Killed The Radio Star, which I had produced,
along with Geoffrey (Downes, his partner in Buggies).The first thing I did after leaving
Yes was Dollar, which went down really well with the NME. It was extraordinary - it
never occurred to me that NME and Martin Fry would be interested in it.”
“We thought it was out there, it had a really sophisticated sheen,” Fry recalls.“The fact
it was by Dollar was by the by - the way the machines were sequenced gave it this
ambitious sound and scope.That’s how we got in contact with Trevor Horn.”
It was Horn’s wife and manager, Jill Sinclair that alerted her husband to the group. A
meeting was arranged between group and producer at a pizza restaurant in London’s
Queensway, after the group had played him their songs. “I liked the fact Trevor made
them turn the music off in the restaurant, which he called lift music,” Fry recalls. “He
thought music should have its own status. He seemed for real. We would talk about
William Burroughs and I realised he was genuinely interested in knowing why we were
doing it this way. He liked our manifesto.” He was also delighted with their reading
matter.
“When I met them, I thought they were absolutely amazing,” Horn laughs. “I used to
read odd magazines, and so did they. I had a copy of Wrestling magazine in my bag and
pulled it out at the meeting, and they pulled out the magazines they liked and they had
some great ones!” But he was more impressed by what he heard and saw. “Not only
did ABC have terrific material, but it was perfectly aimed,” he continues.“lt knew exact¬
ly what its audience was. I had no idea who their audience was, because when they
first played it to me, it struck me as disco music. It was like disco, but in a Bob Dylan
way. Martin was using it to talk about things that were really important to him, about
somebody who’d upset him. Martin and Mark had the material down.”
The group, with Horn on board, set out to do something different immediately.
“I would say we had a vision of the future; we were definitely trying to fuse two
worlds,” Fry recalls.“lt was a fantasy we had.At the time I used to say it was Chic meet-
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ing the Sex Pistols. It was in the air - people wanted to make music that was more
sophisticated, but still had some attitude. Punk rock taught us that your record had to
have an indelible stamp; it had to have your personality right through it.We wanted to
create our own world, definitely.We wanted to create a stage play, a movie - that’s why
there’s a stage on the cover. We wanted to make The Human League sound like
Chicory Tip; we wanted to make Cabaret Voltaire sound like Showaddywaddy. We
wanted to be as far apart from our contemporaries as possible. While Stay from
Bowie’s Station To Station was the blueprint for Tears Are Not Enough, we’d sort of
run out of blueprints by The Lexicon Of Love - we were kind of in our own sea of
possibilities.”
It was during these early sessions that Horn assembled around the group the team
that were later to form the basis of his label, ZTT. “Early on I brought Anne Dudley in
to play the keyboards.They loved that sound,” Horn recalls. “It was then I knew we
were going to get somewhere. I’d had a couple of bad experiences with people like
The Jags, who didn’t want me spoiling their guitars. When ABC liked the keyboards, I
knew we had something. Anne bloomed.The atmosphere was great, when everyone is
working hard and the results are being loved, you get the best.”
When the first fruit of this new partnership, the single, Poison Arrow/Theme From
‘Mantrap’, was released in February 1982, with one bound,ABC had grown into some¬
thing that really hadn’t been heard before.“Their ideas for the arrangement of Poison
Arrow surprised me,” Horn recalls.“They were the kind of ideas that I had been think¬
ing about, but thought I should be careful of using, like layered keyboards and some¬
body talking in the song.They had a lot of imagination.”
This imagination coursed into every aspect of their image, from artwork and mani¬
festos to their wardrobe.When Fry modelled a Billy Fury-inspired gold lame suit in the
single’s Julien Temple-directed promo, it quickly was to become his pop trademark.
While Poison Arrow was racing up the charts to reach its No. 6 ceiling, sessions for
the album were taking place all over London.The majority were recorded in Sarm East

near Brick Lane, as well as at Abbey Road,The Townhouse, RAK and Good Earth.The
group moved quickly and to a tight budget.Although one may get the impression from
listening to the final product of it being recorded in Montserrat or somewhere equal¬
ly romantic, the reality of Sarm East - a crowded basement prone to flooding with Tom
Watkins-designed walls, gave the place an overall feel of a large urinal; it was cramped
and not in the least bit glamorous. Work became the focus.
The recording was not without its distractions, however. While filming Baal in 1982,
David Bowie dropped in on Tony Visconti at Good Earth studios, when the group were
recording The Look Of Love. “He hung out,” Fry recalls. “He seemed to really like our
stuff and suggested to Trevor that we include a section of unanswered answer machine
messages in the middle of the song. In the end, we went with the bit where I rant a lit¬
tle speech about finding true love, which, funnily enough, was heavily influenced by Iggy
Pop’s monologue in Turn Blue, produced by David Bowie;‘Jesus, this is Iggy...’”
“Trevor would want to reflect on the direction of a track, but he gave us lots of space,”
Fry recalls.“Every hour was creative.We were trying different things out. It was a great
buzz - everything fell together. We believed we were doing something really impor¬
tant. There was never time to think whether it was commercially viable or not.” The
sessions were good-natured and upbeat.“It was just a riot making the album. I’ve made
a lot of music since then but there was something in the air when we were making it.
It was hilarious. Anne Dudley was prominent on the sessions - she was like a school
teacher to us, an incredible talent. Engineer Gary Langan was fantastic too; JJ Jeczalik
was out there - when he wasn’t at the sessions, he’d be out recording the ambience
under Westminster Bridge expanding Trevor’s library of recorded sounds.”
The final sessions received a boost when The Look Of Love trailed the album in May.
It was quickly within the Top Five. Complete with lyrical cap-doffs to Bob Dylan and
Motown and Trevor Horn’s vocals on the coda, it remains ABC’s most well-known
tune. “It was an attempt at call and response,” Fry states. “The nod to Dylan seemed
like a cocky thing to do in a pop style. I was cocking a snook, really. We tried to bluff
Chic with The Look of Love, laying down block chords.There is a real dignity in that,

that was in Chic’s stuff all the time.” With every track a rumination on a matter of the
heart,The Lexicon Of Love could almost be a concept album in its scope. “The idea
of writing a love song was very different to the climate that we were working in,” Fry
says.“Most of the other people were writing about electric pylons.We wanted to hark
back to Cole Porter and his ilk, but in a very modern way.”
The songs were high calibre and crafted by the four members.“Date Stamp felt right
as a duet,” Fry remembers. “People took the song at face value as a yuppie anthem.
Living in Sheffield, it was cavaliers and roundheads. Some people believed there was a
rosy future on credit and to others, it wasn’t reachable - and of course, it’s about pop
music.The irony is I still get to sing that song now, 20 years later.”
“4 Ever 2 Gether was very prog,” Fry continues.“There’s a bit of James Brown in there,
too.The chorus came from graffiti on the wall of the lifts in the flats I used to live in.
I always thought it sounded great, full of Dave’s big drums.” “They were very lucky to
find David Palmer up in Sheffield, I can tell you!,” Horn laughs. “He was incredibly
important to the album.”
The album was, unlike Horn’s later work, not overly saturated in the latest technology.There was a great deal on there, of course, but it was all in good measure.“Trevor
had worked with musicians who were intimidated with the machinery. I wanted to
hear my voice coming out of a Fairlight. I was excited by that prospect. I think that was
liberating for Trevor. He had a vision of how he wanted his sound to be, that’s how he
made his records for Buggies.”
So prog, punk and disco all fed into The Lexicon Of Love. It was an artistic success from the fanfare of Show Me, one of their earliest songs, re-rubbed and rejuvenated
by Brad Lang’s slippery bass to the orchestral coda of The Look Of Love Part IV. Horn
was as satisfied as the band. “Trevor gave me a copy of Close To The Edge by Yes at the
end of recording,” Fry states.“He felt that the record he made was as good as one of
his favourite records.”

IfThe Human League’s Christmas 1981 album, Dare, had raised the bar for what a con¬
temporary pop album should sound like, ABC topped it. The Lexicon Of Love was
released on Monday, 25th June l982.The album’s title originated from the headline of
a live review of ABC in the NME, written by Ian Penman; however, the headline was
actually written by the paper’s sub, Andy Gill.With its Gered Mankowitz cover photo,
the album looked and felt expensive.
It’s clever, earnest and gritty core meant that the album was a critical and commercial
triumph. It entered the chart at No. I and remained on the charts for a remarkable 50
weeks.The album was the fourth biggest seller on the UK charts that year: ahead of
Haircut 100’s Pelican West, Avalon by Roxy Music and Dire Straits’ Love Over Gold.
Only Complete Madness, Kids From Fame and Barbara Streisand’s Love Songs sold
more.You could therefore argue it was the true album of the year, once novelties and
compilations had been removed.
The album’s centrepiece, All Of My Heart, gave the group another Top 10 hit in
September 1982. Written on guitar, the song, about a doomed love affair, got more
romantic as it went along. “Trevor said he wanted to put strings on,” Fry sighs. “We
were sceptical - we didn’t want to go Opportunity Knocks. He reminded us that there
were strings on She’s Gone and Bridge Over Troubled Water, so we did. I later met
Robert Plant. He told me it was his and his wife’s song. I thought, now that’s respect!”
It’s clear to see that here Horn teased the best out of everyone, from White’s powerchords at the beginning to Singleton’s sensuous sax fadeout.
With all the success the group was having, it was decided to take the show on the
road: the first time ABC had played live since their club gigs, around a year previously.
“The live show was pure Purple Pit from The Nutty Professor,” Fry laughs.The backdrop, the music stands, we had it all made for us.” The tour started in October 1982
and went through to the following March, a total of 80 shows.The band grew from the
four-piece to a mighty I I-piece on stage.The shows reached Britain in November, and
were rapturously received.The Hammersmith Odeon shows were recorded for inclu¬
sion in ABC’s forthcoming film, Mantrap.

“We went to America in December 1982,’’ Fry recalls.“l remember one sad thing.We
got back in the early hours of Christmas Eve. By then, there were four limousines to
take the four members to their four destinations. A year earlier we’d all been in our
little bus. I thought it was quite significant - I didn’t want to be in Simon and Garfunkel
land. I think that’s why success starts to get a bit isolating. It’s the story of rock and
roll. People start to think you want things like that.”
The tour ended in Japan in 1983. David Palmer stayed on to record with the Yellow
Magic Orchestra and left the group. Fry had, momentarily, had enough.The gold lame
suit, first seen in the Poison Arrow video, was flushed down the toilet at the Keio Plaza
Hotel in Tokyo. “I was sick of wearing the gold suit by then,” Fry laments. “It was ABC
in aspic. It had become something else. Loos are bigger there, the plumbing is differ¬
ent. I had three of the suits, anyway. It was like a pair of overalls for me.”
There was one final artefact from The Lexicon Of Love era: the 50-minute film,
Mantrap, glamorously heralded with the blurb, “File under Espionage Thriller. Follow
ABC on a path that leads from obscurity to International Stardom. From London to
the heart of the Soviet State. Across the stages of some of Europe’s most famous ven¬
ues; towards a darker secret.”
The idea originated from an approach to the group by London Weekend Television’s
The South Bank Show to make a documentary about four guys in the North making
good. “We didn’t appreciate where it was going, and then Polygram pictures got
involved and asked us who we would like to direct our film,” Fry recalls. “We loved
The Great Rock And Roll Swindle, so we got Julien Temple.”
It was, simply put, not very good. But what it lacked in coherent plot and acting talent,
it made up for in imagination and, urn, vigour. What it give us, is this marvellous live
recording of The Lexicon Of Love tour, which was used in the film for the group to
mime to.
“I looked at Mantrap on my 40th birthday,” Fry recalls.“We didn’t realise that it would
involve acting. We were somewhat alarmed by the results.The performances are so

wooden, it’s pure mahogany, but it does seem to add to its charm. Andy Warhol loved
it. I put it up there as a camp classic. Warhol was very complimentary about it - he
recognised what we were doing. He talked to me about dermatology. I had acne and
so did he.”
So within 18 months, the world of cold rehearsal studios and a headful of dreams had
been replaced by David Bowie standing in the wings at the Hammersmith show, Stevie
Wonder checking out the material and Andy Warhol talking to Martin Fry about der¬
matological issues. “Warhol and Wonder - east coast and west coast!” laughs Fry.
“It still puzzles me how a group as successful as ABC managed to evaporate,” Fry sighs.
“We were very successful. We were Westlife popular. But it was like a car gathering
speed and then it just crashed. We’d have made Lexicon Reloaded and Revolutions if
we had realised. We should have gone on to do our Dark Side Of The Moon - if any¬
one could have done it, it would have been us.”
While Trevor Horn went on to be the biggest British producer of his generation, ABC
went on to be a fantastic, flawed pop group but with varying degrees of success - they
predicted the big rock undercurrent of the mid 80s with with Beauty Stab and then
got the hell out. Stephen Singleton left. Fry and White invented big beat with HowTo
Be A Zillionaire; Alphabet City found Fry recovering from serious illness and working
with Chic’s Bernard Edwards; Up found pills, thrills but few bellyaches and unfortu¬
nately, fewer sales. It contains some of Fry’s most affecting material, but the world had
simply moved on.White left in 1992 after an expensive move to EMI. Members came
and went, until ABC was simply a solo Fry, with crack sessioneers.
Looking back, Fry is satisfied. “The Lexicon Of Love is a bit like Mount Rushmore, it’s
finished - I really don’t feel the need to chisel another face in. We always felt like outsiders.You had to be an outsider to make The Lexicon Of Love. We weren’t following
trends. Other acts have been more successful using the blueprint, well, good luck to
them.” “I’m very fond of The Lexicon Of Love,” Trevor Horn reflects on the album that
made his name in production. “I think it’s a lovely record. I’ve never really tired of it.

Every couple of years I play it in the car. I always get a kick out of it. I love the lyrics,
you see, especially “A pirate station on the radio, a sunken ship with a rich cargo”.
The Lexicon Of Love’s afterlife winds on. Pop has moved through many revolutions
and the vinyl dreams of Lexicon have long been replaced. It was one of the very first
CDs on the market, then it was remastered in the first golden age of bonus material
and then, third time lucky it was re-rubbed one more time in 1999. Leaving a decent
gap of five years, it’s time to elevate The Lexicon Of Love to the status of Universal’s
other Deluxe Edition releases by fabled artists and acts such as Marvin Gaye,The Who,
Cream and The Velvet Underground. For a generation, it is their Velvet Underground
and Nico.
This may be the last time. But, with a work of heart like this, you know it will never
really be the end. So redevelop product, redesign the package ...
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★ LEXICONOGRAPHY*

* THE SINGLES *

The Look Of Love Parts 1,2,3 & 4 5/82

Poison Arrow / Theme From ‘Man Trap’ 2/82

All of My Heart / Overture
8/82

Valentines Day / The Look Of Love
Part 4 (Japan Only) 3/83

TAKEN FROM THE ABC TOUR 82-83 PROGRAMME;
OUR FAVOURITE THINGS

NEU REVIEW, VALIANT, THE TEMPTATIONS, l-SPY BOOKS, ADDRESS
BOOK, NESCAFE, JACKSON 5, RIBENA, CLINT EASTWOOD, AMOS
BURKE, DALEKS.ADAM FAITH, DAIRY CRUNCH, GUIDE DOGS, PHOTO
REVUE, BIRDSONGS RECORD,THE FACE, MARLON BRANDO - ON THE
WATERFRONT MICKEY MOUSE, ANDY MACKAY, THE TEENAGE YEAR¬
BOOK, PATTI SMITH, CYCLING PROFICIENCY BADGE, THE POPE,
STEPHEN, PHIL MANZANERA, 1980 - THE FIRST FIFTEEN MINUTES,
MOON MEN, CHOCOLATE, GRANDMA & GRANDPA SINGLETON, LIFE
MAGAZINE, DAVID BOWIE,THE FOUR TOPS, DIOR, BOW WOW WOW,
COCO-POPS, GIVE EM SLEEPGUNS, THE BUZZCOCKS, LADYBIRD
BOOKS, THE DREAMING - KATE BUSH, LIZ TAYLOR, BATMAN,
ROMANCE, MR. SOFTEE ICE CREAM, JEWELLERY BAG, AEROPLANE,
VIDAL SASSOON, ROXY MUSIC, GOYA, SARM STUDIO, MADNESS, U.K.
FLAG AND EMBLEM, LAWRENCE & SWABODA,THUNDERBIRDS,T.REX,
CINEMA X - CLOCKWORK ORANGE, SWEETS, 1974 DIARY, JUST JUICE,
GEORGE ORWELL, STERN, MARILYN MONROE, PEOPLE OF THE NIGHT,
RADIO,THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E.,JANE FONDA, SUNDAY,FLYING FISH,
QUICK MAGAZINE, TEARS, JACK KEROUAC.JOHN LENNON, THE 39
STEPS WITH KENNETH MORE, CIGARETTE PACKETS, MODERN DRUGS
MAGAZINE, BRYAN FERRY, THE BEATLES, ELVIS PRESLEY, PARIS VOGUE,
KELLOGGS CORNFLAKES, DOLPHIN - FLAMINGO PARK, ROBINSON
CRUSOE, PAULA OWEN, ENO, STING - MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE, CLOCK
DVA, GERED MANKOWITZ POLAROID,VICE-VERSA.
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CD ONE

★

CD TWO

I.Show Me

I .Tears Are Not Enough

10. All Of My Heart

I I. Overture

- Phonogram demo 20th July 1981

- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982

(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
©1996 Mercury Records Limited

(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
® 1982 Mercury Records Limited

2. Poison Arrow
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 1982 Mercury Records Limited

3. Many Happy Returns
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
® 1982 Mercury Records Limited

4. TearsAre Not Enough
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
©1981 Mercury Records Limited

5. Valentine's Day
(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
© 1982 Mercury Records Limited

6. The Look Of Love (Part I)
(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
® 1982 Mercury Records Limited

7. Date Stamp
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 1982 Mercury Records Limited
Produced by:Trevor Horn

8. All Of My Heart
(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
© 1982 Mercury Records Limited.

9.4 Ever 2 Gether
(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer, Dudley)
® 1982 Mercury Records Limited

I O.The Look Of Love (Part 4)
(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
© 1982 Mercury Records Limited

(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley, Palmer, Dudley)
© 1982 Mercury Records Limited

12. Tears Are Not Enough - 7"
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 1981 Mercury Records Limited

13. Alphabet Soup - 12" Mix
(Fry, White, Singleton, Licfdey)
©1981 Mercury Records Limited

14. Theme From "Man Trap"
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 1982 Mercury Records Limited

2. Show Me

I I .Valentine's Day

- Phonogram demo 20th July 1981

- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982

(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

3. Surrender

12.4 Ever 2 Gether

- Phonogram demo, 20th July 1981

- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982

(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley, Robinson)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

(Fry,White, Singleton, Palmer, Dudley,)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

★

4. : Overture - Live At Hammersmith Odeon,
15. Poison Arrow - Jazz Mix
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 1985 Mercury Records Limited

November 1982
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley, Palmer, Dudley)
® 2004 Mercury Records Limited

★

5. Show Me - Live At Hammersmith Odeon,

16. Into The Valley Of The Heathen Go

(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
® 2004 Mercury Records Limited

17. Alphabet Soup - BBC Swapshop
Version, 29/1 1/81
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 1981 Mercury Records Limited

November 1982

6. Many Happy Returns
- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

7. Tears Are Not Enough
- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

8. Date Stamp
- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

9. The Look Of Love
- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982
(Fry, White, Singleton, Palmer)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

13. Alphabet Soup
- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
© 2004 Mercury Records Limited

14. Poison Arrow
- Live At Hammersmith Odeon, November 1982
(Encore)
(Fry, White, Singleton, Lickley)
® 2004 Mercury Records Limited
All tracks published by Neutron Music Ltd./EMI Publishing Ltd.
Except‘4 Ever 2 Gether' &‘Overture’ Neutron Music Ltd./EMI
Publishing Ltd./Buffalo Music Ltd.
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i. Show Me 2. Poison Arrow 3. Many Happy Returns
4. Tears Are Not Enough 5. Valentine's Day
6. The Look Of Love (Part 1)7. Date Stamp 8. All Of My Heart
9. 4 Ever 2 Gether 10. The Look Of Love (Part 4) ll. Overture
12. Tears Are Not Enough - 7" 13. Alphabet Soup - 12"
14. Theme From ‘Man Trap’ 13. Poison Arrow - Jazz Mix
16. Into The Valley Of The Heathen Go
/
17. Alphabet Soup
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ivritten and
performed by

1. Tears Are Not Enough 2. Show Ale 3. Surrender 4. Overture
5. Show Ale 6. Many Happy Returns 7. Tears Are Not Enough
8. Date Stamp 9. The Look Of Lo ve
10. All Of My Heart 11. Valentine's Day 12. 4 Ever 2 Gether
13. Alphabet Soup 14. Poison Arrow (Encore)

